Tibial Spine Avulsion Fractures in Adult: Diagnostic and Therapeutic Actuality
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Abstract

Tibial spine fractures are rare lesions which usually occur in adolescence but rare in adults it leads to discontinuity of anterior cruciate ligament. It has been the subject of several publications concerning its anatomopathological presentation and its treatment. The Meyers and Mac Keever classification, modified by Zaricznyj, are the most used and allowed to classify the lesions into 4 types. The treatment of displaced fractures requires surgical reduction and fixation in order to achieve adequate tension in the anterior cruciate ligament and to reduce the risk of laxity, in order to better check the integrity of the anterior cruciate ligament and to guarantee a good stability of the knee and to reduce the risk of laxity, several fixation techniques are described ranging from racking and screwing to osteosuture, currently the surgical reduction can be performed under arthroscopy with the same basic principles of osteosynthesis as arthrotomy but with more advantage and innovative and attractive techniques.
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Introduction

The avulsion fracture of tibial spines is classically common in adolescents, but is more and more common in adults and is reputed to be a sports accident (football or skiing) or road accident [1,2]. The radiological classification of Meyers and Mac Keever is modified by a license of repair of the lesions into 4 types. If type I and II are associated with orthopedic treatment, other types are surgical open reduction or arthroscopic reduction with solid osteosynthesis [3].

The main complication of these fractures is a non consolidation or nonunion and knee instability. The objective of this study is to review the different fixation technique of this fracture and compare their results.

Clinical and Radiological Assessment

The clinical presentation of this trauma is that of a painful knee with functional impotence that can be partial or total. Standard imaging includes radiographs of the traumatized front and profile knee, and it is mainly the lateral radiographs that are particularly useful for assessing the degree of displacement and the type of fracture (Figure 1).

Computed tomography (CT) is interesting to better assess the fracture and the degree of communication. MRI, on the other hand, is useful for describing concomitant non-bone lesions such as meniscal, cartilaginous or ligamentous lesions [2].

Classification

The most commonly used radiographic classification is that of Meyers and Mc Keever, and includes three types depending on the displacement of the bone fragment [3]. It was modified by Zaricznyj who described a fourth type when avulsion is comminutive [4]. Zifko B and Gaudernak T added subtypes to the Meyers classification according to fragment size (Figure 2): Stage A for small fragments and stage B for...
surgically with anatomical reduction and solid osteosynthesis to provide ligament cross an adequate tension (Figure 3).

The principles of the surgical treatment are an anatomical education of the displaced fragment and the good tension of the ACL, a rigid and stable fixation allowing a fast rehabilitation, a complete extension of the knee by removing the conflict due to the displaced fragments and finally avoiding the cartilaginous or meniscal lesions thus limiting the degradation of the joint.

Treatment can be performed by open reduction internal fixation (ORIF) through a parapellar arthrotomy or more and more fashionable by arthroscopy that has the advantage of treating tibial spine fracture, meniscal and ligament lesions without being aggressive and allowing a rapid recovery.

After surgical treatment, the limb is protected with a knee plaster brace for 6 weeks. In case of orthopedic treatment rehabilitation is started generally after 6 to 8 weeks of immobilization, but after surgical treatment it is started precociously at 4 weeks [5].

**Discussion**

Avulsion fractures of the tibial spines are rare lesions in adults, but most common in adolescents because of the relative weakness of the partially ossified tibial eminence compared to solid fibers of the anterior cruciate ligament. They result from direct or indirect trauma by deceleration mechanism following a sports accident (football or skiing) or an accident on public roads [6].

Poncet was the first to describe these types of fractures in 1895 and it was not until 1959 that Meyers and McKeever established a radiological classification of these lesions.

Type 1 and displaced types 2 are treated orthopedically, while displaced types 2 and types 3 and 4 are treated surgically, there are several techniques of reinsertion of tibial spines described in the literature, Zariczynj described the fixation by racking in 1977, then Caspari and collaborators described the screwing under arthroscopic control in 1980, Bonin, et al. described the bunching bent in 2006, and recently Hardy described in 2017 a technique of suture by double rank or “Speed Bridge” [7-9].
Several comparative biomechanical studies between the different fixation methods have been made, the results of which are very controversial. Seon and Park [10] have carried out a comparative clinical study between fixation by screwing and fixation by suture which concluded that it was there is no significant clinical difference in terms of clinical outcome and stability, whereas Tsukada, et al. [11] observed significant prior translation in suture-treated fractures compared to screw-retained fractures, and the biomechanical study of Bong, et al. [12] concluded that osteosuture was significantly stronger than screwing, Yudong Gan, et al., for his part, conducted a comparative study between four fasteners; lacing with steel wire, osteosuture with non-resorbable wire type PDS, screwing and lastly the guying tensioning (tension band wire fixation) which demonstrated the superiority of the technique of racking guying during cycling tests followed by lacing by steel wire then screwing and finally osteosuture by PDS wire [13].

Other rare studies have found no significant difference in the type of fixation. Fixation by screw is a risk and risk of breaking the fracture fragment and dilacerating the ACL fibers, on the other hand is not often possible if the fragment is comminutive, several fixation points are then required by osteosuture by technique bridge or double-row suture originally described for arthroscopic rotator cuff repair.

Fractures of the tibial spines have an excellent prognosis; however, complications can arise, namely joint stiffness and permanent loss of full extension following prolonged immobilization or prominence of current material with a fixation device. In addition to this, non-union or non-union is estimated at 1%, and residual laxity is common, fortunately patients are clinically asymptomatic [14].

In view of all the foregoing we consider that apart from type I, it is arguable to advocate surgical treatment for other types in order to restore good tone to the cruciate ligament. Several surgical techniques are available to surgeons, we think that the best is the one we master.

Conclusion

The fracture avulsion of the tibial spines is a rare lesion in adults; they pose a problem of therapeutic choice, given the multitude of fixation techniques. They are generally of good prognosis if the care is fast and the reduction is anatomical and stable followed by a re-education adapted allowing a resumption of all the sporting activities.
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